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Theeffect ofthe spin—latticeinteractionon the spin dynamics of a classicalHeisenberg chainis studied by meansofa
truncated continuedfraction. At low temperature, the spin correlation length and the spin wavefrequencyshow the same
simple dependence on the coupling.
In ref. [1] we presented a detailed study ofthe Then every static correlation function canbe calculat-
phonon dynamicsin a compressible classical ed exactlyby means ofthe transfer operator method.
Heisenberg chain (CHC). Here we will deal with the in- Ifwe define new parameters
fluence ofthe phonons on the spin dynamics. u=(lJ (J3=1/kBT), (4)
The hamiltonianis given by [1]:
H=Hp+H5+H5p,
(la) 7e2/cyJ, (5)
H~ = Z~ p~/2m + a — x~)2
, (ib) the transfer operator [2] has eigenfunctions ~lm and
the eigenvalues are given by
Hs = ~ S1~ S1~1 (S = 1), (1c) i
H5~
= E(x~+i — - S~1
. (1d) X1
=f exp [u(x + ~‘yx2)JP1(x)dx, (6)
The spins are located on aharmonic lattice and the where F1 are the Legendre polynomials. In order to
exchange interaction is supposed to depend linearly studythe time-dependent spin—spin correlation func-
on the atom—atom separation. Ifwe define the trans- tion we writeits Fourier transformin the exact con-
formation tinued fraction expansion [3] andtruncate it following
the method given in ref. [4]. Then we need the frequency
x1=u1+(efa)ESj.Sj~1
(2) moments
1</
the hamiltonian decouplesas follows: = <[E...[S~q~ H] ..., HI, q (7)
(3(Sz
SZ) —q q H H~ +H~, (3a) where the number of Poisson brackets is 2n. These mo-
H~ = Ep~/2m + a E(u~÷i — u~)2
, (3b) ments can be expressed in terms ofthe model param-
eters and the reduced eigenvaluesy~ = X,~/X0.Forthe
= —J ~ Si•Si+i — (e2/2a) ~ .5.~)2 (3c) rigid Heisenberg chain (RHC), this requires already a
considerable amount ofwork and for the CHC the com-
putationalproblemisenormous. Forexample,the fourth
‘Aspirant vanhet NFWO. moment ofthe CHC is much more complex than the
2 Supported by the 11KWproject Neutron Scattering, sixth moment of the RJIC. Recently, we have developed
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a powerful computer program [5] which, among ~ 20
other things, is able to calculate analytic expressions 0
for the frequency moments.
Our aim here is to present results for the dynamic I u=—20
correlation functions as obtained from a three pole ap- q=9Tt/16
proximation. Truncating the continued fraction at the 15.
correspondinglevel, the imaginary part of the spin re-
laxation function reads [4]
_~~) = ((w4)q
— <w2>~)( )1/2 (8) 10.~ Y
1
.
0
[~2 (~2— (w4)2
÷ (~2— <~,2 >q)2 (W4)q
\ (&)~)q (W2)q
5
where
S(q)(SqSq)(1—y~)/(l—2y1cosq+y~) (9)
is the static structure factor. The zeroth moment or
static structure factor (9) is formallythe same as for 0 2. 4. 6 8. ~i]i0
the RHC, but .~viis different. The inverse correlation
length is defined by Fig. 1. The normalized spinwave excitation spectrum asa
function ofthe coupling ‘)‘ atlow temperature. Because the
= —in 1y1 I . (10) areaofeach peak is the same, the line width increasesas I I
For low temperatures (Iu ~ 1) one finds mcreases.
[Iul (1 + 71)1_i
(11) ForTO, we have
Thus, the correlation length is enhanced with a factor <~> = (2)2 14
(1 + 171)by the coupling. Remark that both K and q q q’
are measured in unitsofthe lattice parameter. For ex- Consequently, at T = 0 the spin system oscillates bar-
ample, ~‘ measures the number ofstrongly correlat- monically. Its dispersion is then given by
ed spins. In order to compare the real correlation = 2 J 1 + ~ rq — ~i1/2 15
lengths ofRHC and CHC, one has to take the lattice ‘~ 7 .~ 1k — cos q,~ + cos q,1
parameter and thus the thermal expansion into ac- with the same sign convention as in eq. (13).
count. The second moment reads In fig. 1 we see how at low temperatures the spin—
2 2 i phonon coupling results in a renormalised dispersion.
(w )~ = V (1 — cosq) Fyi + ~7(1 +
2y2)1 As y increases, the height ofthe peak decreases and
2 2 —1 consequently the linesbecome broader. This, however, X(l —
2~
a cosq+y1)[u(1 —y1)j
. (12) . .
is difficult to see in the figures. In principle there is also
For T= 0 we find a dependence on a third parameter 6 defined by [1]
(w2)qV2(l_cosq)(1~cOSq)(1+I7I)2~
(13) 6J/2(2a/m)112.
(16)
where the upper sign refers to the ferromagnetic case This dependence is found to be minor forlow tempera-
(J> 0). The formula for the fourth moment would tures and therefore it has been omitted in the figures.
exceed the length ofthis letter. it is available on re- For the RHC and low temperatures, the three pole
quest. For 7 = 0, we obtain the well-known results approximation for the s~ in correlation function leads
for the second and fourth moment ofthe RHC [61. to the criterionq > g1”
for the observabiityof the
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-~ (11), it isthen possible to fmd a propagatingmode in
the antiferromagnet where the RHC only displays re-
16 laxational behavior. In fig. 2 we show that this is indeed
u~-io the case. Finally, we remark that the relaxation functions
~ q rTt/16 for ferro- and antiferromagnet do not coincide at q
= ir/2,while they do in the RHC.
To discuss the temperature dependence ofline width
4 or the criterion for the occurrence of spin waves, at
least a four pole approximation is required [4] . Then
we need the sixth moment. Because of the complexity
of the calculation, it takes aconsiderable amount of
computer time and therefore we are not yet in the pos-
session of the complete result. However, we will present
2. an extensive study of the four pole approximation in
the near future.
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spinwaves. Here, this criterion is stifi reasonably satis-
fied for the antiferromagnet. For the ferromagnet,
however, it does not seemto applyanymore. By eq.
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